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CSD TR 50 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
A basic resul t of intui t ive recursion theory is that a set (of natural 
numbers) is decidable (recursive) iffit can be effectively enumerated in its natural 
order (of increasing magni tude).  The chief theorems of this paper give 
simple ,  but very basic facts relating to enumerations in natural order of 
magni tude and the extent to which translat ions must preserve the orders of 
the sets being enumerated .  Under very general conditions for what constitutes 
a programming system for enumerating the recursively enumerable (r.e.) sets ,  
we prove in Theorem 1 that not every recursive set is "best" enumerated in 
its natural order,  and we later show that under these same general condi t ions,  
in every programming system ,  every recursive set is enumerable in its natural 
order.  We accompl ish the latter resul t by extending Rogers '  Isomorphism 
Theorem to a resul t which asserts that under these same general condi t ions,  
every programming system can be effectively translated into any other in a 
manner which preserves the order of the sets being enumerated ,  (Theorems 4 and S) .  
In fact ,  we show that for every translator,  t ,  there is an order preserving 
pretranslator,  p ,  such that t is order preserving modulo p; I . e .  t o p is an 
order preserving translator.  In addi t ion ,  the restriction of the original 
programming system to the recursive set-(range p}is a standard programming system 
on which t is order preserving .  Along the way we establish the existence of 
2 
sets best enumerated in their natural order and ,  for every r .e .  set ,  the existence 
of bad orders for enumerating the set .  A companion paper ,  "Notes on difficul t ies 
of enumerat ions," contains some observations relat ing difficul ty of enumerat ions,  
difficul ty of computat ions,  difficul ty of decision problems,  one-one and 
many-one reducibi l i t ies,  and classifications of the r . e .  sets.  All proofs in 
this paper aTe fairly straightforward .  
NOTATION  DEFINITIONS 
We let denote a canonical enumeration of all fini te sets (of 
natural numbers).  Given x ,  we can effectively list D^ and know when the 
listing is completed .  Except for the index ings^xW^ of the r .e .  sets which 
we are about to describe and the notat ion w" described later,  our notat ion 
general ly follows [7].
 <
x , y> is (an encoding of) the ordered pair of inte-
gers x and y .  
Defini t ion ,  ([8]).  An enumerat ion technique is a total recursive 
function E(x ,y) such that for every (r.e.) set W there exists an e such 
p 
that W = UD_ ,  .  We call e an index of W and denote Un_ ,  .  by W ,  the 
n E(e,n) n E(e,nj e 
superscript E- being suppressed whenever there is no danger of ambigui ty .  
D - U d 
F '  (e,n) m ^ n E O ,m) '  
An enumeration technique is called standard if the sj- theorem is 
sat isfied ,  i .e . ,  if there exists a total recursive function S such that for 
all e and x ,  W
c
,  .  = {y |  < y ,x > eW } .  We assume wi thout further ment ion that S(e,xj e 
all enumeration techniques considered in this paper are standard .  
The reader should have no trouble convincing himself that all of the 
usual models for enumerating r .e .  sets obviously yield standard enumerat ion 
techniques.  E .g . ,  we might let D g ^ denote the set of integers enumerated 
ei ther in exactly n steps of Turing machine e or in no more than n steps of 
Turing machine e .  Clearly ,  each enumeration technique E part ial ly orders 
each r .e .  set / in a natural way which can be extended to a total ordering; e 
E E 
that is,  we may define x < ^y if x precedes y in the enumeration of W
f i
,  and 
in the case that x and y appear at the same stage of the enumerat ion we assume 
that x and y are arbi trarily ordered by some convention uniform in e: 
4 
Defini t ion .  For each enumerat ion technique E ,  x < y is some fixed r . e .  
e 
ternary relat ion of x ,  e ,  and y such that for each integer e ,  
E 
(i) < total ly orders W ,  © 0 
and (ii) fp > o 5 x D
c i
,  .  - D_ , ,  6  ED„,, - -
[x <1 y]. 
c p E E 




We shal l general ly be working wi th two arbi trary ,  but fixed enumerat ion 
techniques E and E .  We abbreviate N^ and to W
g
 and W °  respect ively and 
E E o simi larly < and < °  by < and < .  
Defini t ion ,  ft8]).  For each enumerat ion technique E ,  we define 






 If A .  (n) exists ,  W
1
? is the set consist ing 
j * t u ,yj
of the first n elements of VL in the order < y This is simi lar to 
Defini t ion ,  ([1]).  For each standard indexing of the part ial 
recursive funct ions ,  a Blum measure is a r . e .  sequence of part ial recursive 
funct ions such that for all i ,  domain = domain 4>.  and the ternary 
relat ion <&j(x) <_ y is decidable (under the convent ion that it is false if 
^ (x) is undefined) .  
I ORDERS OF ENUMERATIONS 
We now prove that any infini te ,  coinfini te ,  recursive set has a recursive 
superset whose natural order is no t the best order for enumerat ing the set .  
The original proof ,  [2],  was by priori ty argument ,  but the proof given here is 
more in the spiri t of [3],  and seems to bear evidence for the claim made in 
[31 that "the existence of almost everywhere complex zero-one valued funct ions 
is often sufficient to establ ish the existence of inherent ly complex computat ions" 
Although the proof we are about to give is largely calculat ional ,  the 
reader will be well-advised to bear in mind that the calculations are merely 
formal validation of the following intuitive argument: Let R be any infinite 
and coinfinit® recursive set ,  and let f be a 0-1 valued function which is 
much harder to compute than R is to enumerate in increasing order.  Let r 
enumerate TT in increasing order and let S = RU(r(n) | f(n) = 0> .  Since R£S ,  S 
can be enumerated almost as easily as R ,  ([JQ]).
 B
" t if S can be enumerated 
easily in natural order,  then S-R can also be enumerated easily in natural 
order.  But if this were possible,  the following algorithm would give an 
easy way to compute f(n): enumerate the fiTSt n+1 elements of S-R; if r(n) 
appears set f(n) = 0 ,  otherwise f(n) = 1 .  We now formalize this in: 
Theorem 1.  Let R be an infinite and coinfinite recursive set .  L e t ^ ) 
be any effective operator carrying total recursive functions to total recur-
sive functions.  Then theTe exists a recursive set S such that RCS ,  and some 
index e for S such that for any j if W^ = S and < .  is the increasing order 
for S ,
4
 thentfJcA ) (n) <_ A .  (n) for all but finitely many n .  
® J 





(y) - max{z |r(z) £ y).  (Thus r r
 - 1
(y) <_ y and r
 - 1
(y- l ) 1 y O 
Define a total recursive function l by 
V i )




 = 0 }
'  
and define a very large upper bound ,  t ,  on the difficulty of enumerating 
these supersets of R by 
t(z) « MX<g(A
 m
) ( y ) | T " V - l ) = z h 
6 
Thus for any i ,  for almost all y ,  (a.e. ,  y) 
(a) ( j K ( i )
) C y )
 -
Define = undefined if has fewer than r(y)+l elements 













D I Y 
S
Q
(i ,n ,y) .  
.= 0 otherwise,  
and S(n,y) = max{S
0
(i ,n ,y),S(n ,y-l),S(n-l ,y)} .  
i<n 
so that S is monotone in both variables and enables us to bound the difficulty 
of computing <t> in terms of the difficul ty of enumerations W. : 
(1 J 
(b) ^
s ( i )
( n ) SCn ,A
i
CrCn+l))) a.e. ,  n .  
We now choose a characteristic function f which is much more difficult 
to compute than any of the supersets of R are to enumerate.  Specif-
ically choose a 0-1 valued total recursive function f such that <fr
c
 = f implies 
S(r(y+1), t(y)) l *
c
( y ) a.e. ; [4],  [2].  
Next note that ,  is so defined that if e enumerates in its 
natural order,  
then *
s ( e )
 = f(=+
c
) .  
Therefore,  by (c),  
So 
S(r(y)+l , t(y)) I *
s ( e )
( y ) a.e.  
S(y, t(r ^(y- l ))) 1 S(t(t
 -1
(y-l)+l) , t(r (y-1)) a.e.  
a.e.  
By Cb),  S(y , t(r
 _ 1
(y- l ))) < S(r
 _ 1




(y- l)+ l )) a .e .  
Therefore 
Final ly ,  by (a),  
i S ( y , A e ( y ) ) 
t(r
 _ 1
(y- l )) < A e ( y ) 
©A£(C))(y) - t ( ? ' V n ) 5 Vy ) a . e .  
a . e .  
a . e . 
Al though the preceding theorem asserts that in every enumerat ion tech-
n ique ,  no t every recursive set is best enumerated in i ts natural order ,  it 
is clear that for some models some recursive sets are best enumerated in 
their natural order .  E . g . ,  in Turing machine tape measure ,  the set N of 
natural numbers and the set of primes are each best enumerated in natural 
order of magni tude .  In fact ,  al though we omi t a proof ,  for any funct ion 
f ,  if f(n) is always much bigger than the difficul ty of comput ing f(0) ,  
. . .f(n-l) ,  then the range of f is best enumerated in i ts natural OTder .  
This mot ivates the fol lowing proof that every enumerat ion technique has sets 
which are best enumerated in natural order .  We first state a lemma.  
Lemma 1 .  For every enumerat ion technique E ,  there exists a total 





 impl ies z ^ S ( i . y ) .  
(I .e . ,  large resul ts cannot be enumerated quickly by a,uniform procedure ,  i .) 
Proof .  This fol lows from the recursive relatedness of measures .  
Specifical ly ,  it is certainly true of any of the usual enumerat ion tech-
n iques ,  so in part icular let E
Q
 be enumerat ion by Markov algori thms and S^ 
8 
the corresponding function for Markov algori thms and assume wi thout loss of 
E E 
general i ty that W^
 = w
x






(i ,y ,n) 
(vi) [y c D
fi i f i )







= 0 otherwise.  
and H (n) = max{H (i ,y,n),H (n-1) + 1} .  
y i<y * 




 V ( i , H
0
( i , y , n ) ) 
y £ D
E ; ( i , H
y
(n)) for y > i 
n




U , y ) ) f o r y > i .  
We thus set S(i ,y) = (S
Q
(i ,y)) .  
Theorem 2 .  Let E be any enumeration technique and r any total recur-
sive funct ion .  There exists a recursive set R wi th index e
Q
 such that e
Q 
enumerates R in natural order hut for any j ,  for any n > j ,  if z is in R 
and if z is one of the first n elements of W^ (in the order but is not 
one of the first n elements of W
a
 ,  then r(A (n),n) < A .(n).  (Clearly R 
6 © J 
o o 
is best enumerated in its natural order.) 
Proof.  Define a total recursive function f by defining Stages.  





(n) is defined ,  place into
 t h e
 first integer,  y ,  
such that y is greater than any of the first n elements of and y is 
sufficient ly large that for all j<n 
y t: D
[ ; I (
j implies z ^r(A
e
(n) , n) .  
9 
A quick induction now shows that if we use the recursion theorem to 
obtain W = W_ ,  then W is infini te.and if y e W but y is not one of e rfe } e '  e o
 v
 o o o 
the first n elements of W in the ordering < then y is greater than any e
o o 
of the first n elements of W .  Thus W is an infinite recursive set and 
e e o o 
e must enumerate W in increasing order of magni tude.  
0 
Furthermore,  for any j ,  for any n >_ j ,  if y e W but y is not one of 
o 
the first n elements of W ,  then we put y into W only if y e D
P




 U , Z J 
implies z r(A (n),n).  Thus if y is one of the first n elements of j ,  e
o 






|  _> n] 










It is perhaps worth point ing out that Theorem 2 cannot be extended 
by replacing the arbi trary recursive function r by any very large general 
recursive operator.  To see that this is so ,  one first defines a total 
recursive function a such that if W^ has at least 2n elements then 






 b u t
 ^ ( j ) ^
 <
j '  
is enumerated by "watching" the elements of VT as they appear and 
whenever enough have appeared "scrambl ing" some of them .) Next define 
a total recursive function h by h(j ,n ,y) = A
o
^ ( n ) if y = A^ (2n) ,  whi le 
h(j ,n ,y) * 0 otherwise.  Finally define a general recursive operator @ 
mapping funct ions,  t ,  to functions by@( t )(n) = 1 + max h(j ,n ,t (2n)).  







( i y 
W = W .  and for all n > i,/o)(A.)(n) > max h(j ,n ,A (2n)) > h{i ,n ,A.  (2n)) 




~ ' \ j ( i )^"
 t h e 0 T d e r <
i
 i s
 not better" than the order 
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Theorem 2 shows not only that some recursive sets have a best order 
but also that some orders are (infinitely often) worse than this best order .  
Tt is known (although difficul t to show) that for some recursively 
enumerable sets,  for every order of enumerating the set there is a nuch 
better order,  [9].  Whether there are recursive sets wi th this property 
appears to be a difficul t technical quest ion .  On the other hand a simple 
diagonal izat ion shows that every r . e .  set has very bad orders for enumer-
ating the set: 
Theorem 3 .  Given any index e for an infini te r .e .  set S and given any 
total effective operator^),  there is an index j for S such that for all k ,  
if W
k
 = S and <
k
 = ,  then A^ > $ ( A
g
) a .e .  
Proof.  The index j is determined by the fol lowing set of instructions 
for enumerating a set B .  (We shall prove that B = S .) Let ^ i s^ be some 
fixed effective enumeration of S .  To enumerate B at State n (n ^ 0): 
1.  Find the least p (if any) such that 2p <^n ,  p is not cancel led and 
A (n) )(n).  If such a p is found ,  let q denote the n
t h
 member of W .  
p C r 
Let r be the least number such that $
r
 / q and s
r
 is not yet in B .  Add s
r 
to B and cancel p .  2 .  If no such p is found ,  add s
r
 to B where r is the 
least y such that s has not been added to B .  7 y 
To see that the construction does what is claimed ,  we note that the 
intui t ive descript ion given above enumerates the set B in a certain order 
and that we can bui ld .a Turing machine which would enumerate B in this very 
11 
same order .  Therefore,  by Theorem 4 which fol lows,  there is an index j in 
the enumeration technique under consideration which enumerates B in the order 
of the above intui t ive enumerat ion .  If A (n) < (WA ) (n) infini tely often ,  P ™ & 
then it is clear that p must be cancel led ,  and the intui t ive descript ion 
then makes clear that < .  t < .  It now suffices to prove that B - S .  Clearly 
B ^ S ,  and since Clause 1 can obtain at most n/2 times prior to State n .  
Clause 2 must apply infini tely often ,  forcing B = S .  
II TRANSITIONS 
The proof of Theorem 3 used the fact that if a set is enumerable in a 
given order by Turing machines ,  it is enumerable in the same order in any 
enumeration technique.  We verify this in Theorems4 and 5 which extend 
Rogers '  Isomorphism Theorem to an order isomorphism theorem .  The proofs 
simply extend Rogers '  proofs .  We first state a wel l-known (translation) 
lemma which we then generalize in Theorem 4 .  We also use a generalizat ion 
of the recursion theorem .  
Lemma 2 .  (Translation;[6]) Given enumeration techniques E and EQ, 
there exists a total recursive function t such that for all x ,  W^ =
 W
t (x) '  




 i s r
-
e
- so U = for some fixed integer 
p .  But t is then just the total recursive function (guaranteed by the 
sj-theorem for the indexing ^xW ° ) such that = (y |  <y,x> e W°). 
Lemma 3 .  (Extended Recursion Theorem) Let f(x ,y) be a total recursive 
function and E and E arbitrary enumeration techniques.  We can effect ively o 
find a one-one total recursive function X wi th recursive range such that 
for all y ,  < J
( x ( y ) j y )
 = <
x ( y )
-
12 
Proof.  The methods of the fol lowing terse proof are spelled out more 





l  • • • ^e robbers of W^ in the order <
x 
and a ^ a ^ ^ , . . .  be the members of yj in the order yj-
 the (noncomputable) function jirJi-^NlH
0
'} by o(i) = max{z | a
z
 and x^ 
are both defined and a = x } ,  and define the total recursive function f '  by z z '  
W
f ' (x , y)
 = { a
o '
a
l " - "
a
a ( i ) '
 a
a( i ) • 1
}
'  
It is easy to verify that any total recursive function X satisfying 
W
f ' (X(y) ,y)
 = W
X(y)
 m u s t a l s
°
 s a t i s f y
 ^CXfy) . / )
 =
 ^ ( y r
 T h e o r d i l , a r y 
recursion theorem guarantees the existence of such one-one funct ions,  X ,  
wi th recursive range.  
Lemma 3 now enables us to prove a theorem on translat ions which has 
interesting interpretat ions.  Suppose we wish to translate from one programming 
system into another.  The most obvious way would appear to be to use the 
programs in the image system to simulate the object programs of which they 
are the translat ions.  Of course,  for a few object programs one may be able 
to recognize from the program exact ly what set the program enumerates and 
hence translate this program wi thout simulating i t ,  and hence change the 
orders of enumerat ion .  Simi larly if the object program enumerates elements 
very rapidly ,  one may be able to have the image program enumerate slowly and 
"watch" the object program to scramble the order in which the object program 
enumerates elements.  St i l l ,  these seem ad hoc methods and one might conjecture 
that the only general method of translation is simulat ion .  Wi thout saying 
what it means for one program to simulate another,  it does seem clear that 




 and p^ should enumerate the same 
set in the same order.  
Our next theorem guarantees that every translator t is ,  modulo some order-
preserving pretranslator X ,  an order-preserving translator.  Al ternat ively ,  
it guarantees that if we are given enumeration techniques E and E
q
 wi th a 
translation t from E to E
q
,  then there is a recursive set{range xjsuch that 
the restriction of the system E to those programs infrange xj is a standard 
enumeration technique F ' ,  and the fixed translation t translates E
1
 to E 
in an order-preserving way .  I .e. ,  t is order-preserving modulo some recur-
sive set of programs,•} range xj,  which are not translated by simulat ion .  
Finally the theorem guarantees that every two enumerations techniques E and 
E
o
 can be translated into each other in an order-preserving fashion .  
Theorem 4 .  (Order-Translat ion).  Given enumeration techniques E and 
E ,  and a translation t from E to E ,  we can effectively find a one-one total 0 o 
recursive function X wi th recursive range such that if we define G(y) to be 
t(X(y)),  then G is an order translat ion: for all y ,  <
y
 = (and so 
W = W °  J .  Furthermore X can be so chosen that G(y) always enumerates the 
y G (y) 
elements of W ®
( y 3




(G(y) , n+ l) " 
1) has at most one clement .  Final ly ,  X can be so chosen that 
FV (G(y) ,n") 
S
 = <
X ( y )
 f 0 T a H y
'  
Proof.  Let y ,  y^ ,  members of W
y
 in the order <
y
 and let 
X X ,X be obtained from the sequence




' ( t (x) , n)
] 
1
 '  '  o o 
be deleting all empty sets.  (So X
q
,XJ ,  X
2
, . . .  is the natural part ial 
ordering of W by t(x); so it induces a partial suborder of
 W e n o w 
x 
define a total  function f
Q
fx ,y ,n) as fol lows: 
f
Q
(x ,y ,o) = y
Q 
f (x,y,n+l) is undefined unless f (x,y,n),  y ,  Y , ,  and X o o n n+i.  n 
are all defined and {y } = X .  n n 
f
Q
(x ,y ,n+l) = y
n + 1
 if f^x . y . n) ,  y^ ,  y
n + J >
 and X
n
 are all 
defined and X„ = {y ).  n n 
For each x and y ,  ^nf
o
(x , y , n) is a computable function and by elementary 
construction there exists a total recursive function f such that for each 
x and y f(x,y) is (the Godel number of) a Turing machine which enumerates 
T 
the range of Xnf
o
(x ,y ,n) in the order ^ (= f
o
(x , y , 0) ,  f^x . y . l ) ,  
f (x , y , 2) . . ) .  By our extended Recursion Theorem ,  there exists a one-one 
T 







It is clear from the construction that if r a n g e ( X ( y ) ,  y ,n) is 
o i* 
infini te,  then we must have both <
y
 = < J




f(X(y),y) ^ " X f y )
5
'  
completing the pToof.  On the other hand if y i s the last element placed 
into range Xnf^x . y . n) ,  there are three possibi l i t ies to consider.  If y
n + 1 
does not exist ,  then W




( x ( y ) i y




; since for n < n ,  




> ,  the only way to have
 =












 s i T l c e l t i s c l e a r f r o m 
T 
the construction that if y
n + J





and since < J






 t h i s a g a i n c o i n
P
l e t e s t h e
 P
r o o f
-
 I f y
n
+ l
 e x i s t s 
but X
n









 w o u l d h a v e o n l y n e l e m e n t s w h i l e W
F(X(y) , y)
 h a s n + 1 e l e m e n t s
» 
contradicting W
f f x { y ) y )
 = «
x ( y )




 both exist but 










 c o n t a i n s s o m e
 element not in =
 W
f(X(y) ,y)
; t h i s 
again contradicts W
f ( x ( y ) y )
 = H
x ( y )
.  
In closing ,  we remark that the above proof is easi ly modified 
to avoid an appeal to Turing machines and to the recursion theorem ,  provided 
we do not require <
v
,  .  = < .  M Hy) y 
Corol lary 1.  In every enumeration technique E ,  a set is recursive i ff 
it can be enumerated in natural order of magni tude.  
Proof.  In the system E
q
 obtained by enumerating sets as ranges of 
total recursive funct ions,  the result is trivial .  It thus follows from 
Theorem 4 .  
To give our extension of Rogers '  Theorem ,  we first extend his padding 
1 errana: 
Lemma 3 .  (Order Padding) Let E be any enumeration technique and let 
e(x) be the least member of D .  (e(x) = 0 if D = 0 .) There exists a total X ft M 




















 W '  
Proof.  A direct proof which simply extends the ordinary proof of padding 
implicit in [6] is a straightforward but slight ly tedious exercise.  How-
ever Lemma 3 may also be proven by observing that it is well-known that 
there are one-one translations between any two standard indexings.  Theorem 
4 now guarantees that the one-one translations can be made into one-one 
order-preserving translat ions.  Since Lemma 3 is clearly true for any of 
the wel l-known enumeration techniques such as Turing machines ,  it fol lows 
direct ly hy translating the problem from E to Turing machines ,  obtaining 
the new index for Turing machines,  and then translating back to E .  
16 
Having the Translat ion Theorem (Theorem 4) and the Padding Lemma (Lemna 
3) we can now extend Rogers '  Isomorphism Theorem via the usual pToof which 
we merely indicate.  
Theorem 5 .  For any two enumeration techniques E and there is a 




t (e) '  
Proof.  The function t is constructed in Stages.  Stage 2n is used to 
guarantee that the index n appears in the domain of t: The Translat ion 
Theorem (from E to E ' ) guarantees that we can find an index n* such that 
= ,  whi le the Padding Lemma guarantees that we can find an n" not 
yet in the range of t such that = < °
H
,  so we define t(n) » n" .  Stage 
2n + 1 is used to guarantee that t is onto by placing n in the range of t: 
first the Translat ion Theorem (from E
q
 to E) is used to find an index i 
such that = < °  whi le the Padding Lemma (for E) is then used to find an 
index i
1
 such that < .  = < . .  whi le i '  is not yet in the domain of t so that i i
1 
we may set t(i ' ) = n .  
Given two enumeration techniques E and E
q
,  it is easy to construct 
translat ions t from E to E
q
 (W.^ = for all i) such that for infini tely 
many dist inct r .e .  sets W there are indices i of W such that <j 4
 <
t ( i ) '  
Nevertheless,  we conjecture that every translation must preserve "many" 
orders.  For example,  we conjecture that for every translat ion t there are 
infinitely many r .e .  sets W (of cardinality greater than 1) such that
implies <.  = As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 ,  we know K
 i t(ij 
that every translation preserves every ordet infinitely often: 
•17 
Corol lary 1 .  Let E and E
q
 be enumeration techniques and t a translat ion 
from E to E .  Then the set S.defined by S,= (il < .  = < .  and < .  = <° ,.,} is o j j i 3 i t(i) 
not recursive.  (It is clearly co-r.e.) 
Proof .  If VT has at most one element ,  the Corol lary reduces to the well-
known fact that (i |W^ = W..} is not recursive.  Otherwise Theorem 4 guarantees 






recursive we could obtain a new translation t '  for which ti |  = <j and 





But this also follows immediately from Theorem 4 .  
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It is wel l-known for any of the usual enumeration techniques 
that just a j exists.  For an arbi trary enumeration technique,  
the existence of such a j follows from this fact together wi th 
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